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Survey evaluates 
students' college 
experience
Heather Mead 
Staff Writer
Last month, seniors and freshmen were 
asked to take a survey known as the Nation­
al Survey of Student Engagement (NSSE) 
in order to measure their academic and ex­
tracurricular involvement.
The survey aims to see how freshmen 
spend their time compared to how seniors 
spend theirs. Specifically, it tests whether 
students are engaging more in educational 
activities at college or in more fun activities 
on campus.
' -|t also compares Olivet students to other 
schools across the United States.
“[The NSSE] surveys collegiate quality 
on a national basis,” said Beth Olney, direc­
tor of the Center for Student -Success and 
a member of the University Assessment 
Committee. “We are comparing ourselves 
to other schools.”
Senior Elizabeth Cook initially heard 
about NSSE via e-mail and was intrigued 
by the possibility of winning a prize after 
taking the survey. However, she said there 
are other upsides for doing it.
“It is a benefit for other people’s educa­
tion later on,” she said.
Taylor Cole was one of the first freshmen 
to take part in the survey this year.
“I thought it’d be a good way to evalu­
ate my experience here,’’‘she said. “[People 
who participate] are able to give their opini 
ion on what can be improved or done better 
in the future.”
The survey takes between 10 and 45 min­
utes to complete and asks questions about 
how students spend their time outside of the 
classroom as well as what their experiences 
are like inside the classroom. There are 28 
questions with multiple sub-questions.
Some specific topics include how much 
time students spend studying, how well 
professors prepare for class, how Olivet 
helps in students’ spiritual walk and how 
safe students feel.
ONU does the survey every three years, 
though some universities do it annually.
Dr. Kuh, a researcher and speaker at Indi­
ana University Bloomington, created NSSE 
in 1998. The program first started at univer­
sities in 2000. Since then, 1,452 colleges in 
the nation have participated.
“The more participation, the richer the 
data,” Olney said. “We need and want par­
ticipation.”
Seniors and freshmen still have the op­
tion to take the survey. Those who respond 
by March 16 will have their names entered 
into a drawing to win $20 in Tiger Dollars.
By participating in the survey, Cole was 
able to look back on her one-year experi­
ence of college kindly.
“I’ve enjoyed my freshman year a lot,” 
she said. “I had a lot of fears going into col­
lege since it’s new and different, but Olivet 
helps with the transition and eases you into 
it.”
Cook has experienced three more years 
at ONU and said her experience has been 
great.
“Basically I came into college not know­
ing what to expect, but I learned a lot inside 
and outside the classroom and made friends 
for life,” she said.
Junior T}m Walker (right) hands out cheek swabs to students registering for the “Be The Match” marrow drjye.
Sign up to save a Cife
Heather Mead 
Staff Writer
On Thursday, Feb. 23, more than 300 peo­
ple from the local area gathered in the Dia­
mond Room to.“be the match” in ONU’s 
marrow drive, sponsored by the campus 
biology club, Biophilic.
The number of participants this year dou­
bled the last highest record.
The drive’s goal was to have as many 
people as possible participate in order to 
increase the chances that people who are in 
need can find a match.
“There are few limitations to who can’t 
register,” said senior James Smit, Biophil­
ic president. “We are more looking to get 
[people] in the door, and then we decide if 
they would f i t f l |
Registration takes approximately! 0 min­
utes to complete; most of that time is spent 
filling out a form and the rest is doing four 
cheek swabs.
To qualify, a person must be between 18 
and 60 years old, meet the weight require­
ments and be free from AIDS, HIV or cer­
tain autoimmune diseases.
Those who choose to register need to be 
committed, so “if you’re called, you can say 
yes,” biology professor Mike Pyle said.
If a person changes his or her mind, they
can contact Be The Match at marrow.org to 
be taken off or added to the list.
Senior Holly Pflederer is one of the stu­
dents contacted as potential match.
“I got called out of millions of people,” 
die said. “You have a large health ques­
tionnaire, and then [Be The Match] gets in 
touch with your physician. Once you pass 
that phase, you get your blood drawn to see 
if you’re a perfect match.”
“I t’s cool to rea lly  qffect 
som eone th a t much. I think  
you*d regret not doing i t .”
Once this phase is complete, Pflederer, as 
well as anyone who makes it to this stage, 
will find out whether she is a match for the 
patient. Then she can give her stem cells or 
bone marrow,
“Bone marrow donation is a surgical 
procedure in which liquid marrow is with­
drawn from the back of the donor’s pelvic 
bones using special, hollow needles,” ac­
cording to marrow.org.
Anesthesia is given, making the proce­
dure painless. However, some pain may be 
felt for a few days afterward.
Those that decide to donate marrow may 
be required to go to a different city in order
to do the procedure, but Be The Match will 
cover their traveling expenses.
“They also try to work around your 
schedule, and you get to save someone’s 
life,” Pyle said.
People are asked to join the Be The 
Match registry in order to help those that 
are struggling with life-threatening diseases 
including sickle cell anemia, lymphoma 
and leukemia.
The cells can be frozen and shipped any­
where around the world. The procedure can 
also be done a number of times because 
stem cells replace themselves.
“We did the marrow drive in 2009,2010 
and this year,” Pyle said. “We didn’t do it 
last year because they changed the repre­
sentative.” In 2009,115 people participated 
in the drive at Olivet and about 100 partici­
pated in 2010, he said.
The drive came to O&et shortly after 
Pyle discovered Be The Match. He thought 
it would be a great event for Olivet to par| 
take in and encouraged the Biophilic club 
to get it going.
“It’s cool to get matched, [then] meet 
[the person who needs the marrow] and do­
nate to them,” said Smit “It’s cool to really 
affect someone that much. I think you’d 
regret not doing it. It’s painless to register, 
and it’s really great to help out.”
Housing facilities flip-flop
Nicole Lafond 
News Editor
Due to a shortage of living space this year, 
Student Development has made changes to 
the gender placement of two housing facili­
ties on campus.
For the 2012-2013 school year, the apart­
ments on Bresee Avenue, which currently 
houses married couples, will become a 
men’s residential hall, while Howe Hall, 
which currently houses men, will be given 
to women.
Because there is more bed space avail­
able in men’s housing, giving Howe Hall 
to women will alleviate the unavailability 
of space that occurred last year in McClain 
Hall and is proposed to avoid any potential 
waiting list situations at the end of housing
sign-ups this year, according to a document 
provided by the ONU housing department 
coordinator, Faith Newman.
Howe Hall will give women 26 two-per­
son rooms. Returning the Bresee apartments 
to men will make up fw the bed space taken 
from the men in Howe Hall. Bresee con­
tains seven three-person apartments.
Although precautionary changes have 
been instilled, the housing department al­
ways anticipates a level of tightness, ac­
cording to Donna McAllister, assistant dean 
of residential life.
“Our enrollment at ONU has remained 
steady; we always expect to be tight [with 
housing],” she said. “We just learn to work 
with it and plan ahead. We always find 
space.”
Regardless of the lack of space, McAllis­
ter believes keeping students living on cam­
pus is important to the university’s sense of 
community.
“Although ONU is growing ... we would 
lose a sense of ourselves if we let students 
live off campus,” she said.
The tightness in housing availability is 
normal, but it is also normal for students to 
not return, she said.
Housing sign ups for the 2012-2013 
school year are fast approaching. Honors 
housing applications will be available on 
March 26 and will be due on April 5. Sum­
mer housing applications will be available 
on that day as well. Those applications will 
be due on April 20.
Spring housing sign ups for the fall will 
be on April 20-23 and summer housing sign 
ups will take place on April 27.
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ABOUT GLIMMERGLASS 
The GlimmerGlass the official 
newspaper of the Associated Students 
of OUvet Nazarene University and a 
member of the Illinois College Press j 
Association. The opinions expressed | 
in the GlimmerGlass are those of each 
writer and are not necessarily held ' 
by the Associated Students Council, 
faculty, administration or students of 
Olivet Nazarene University.
■ Until 1941, the univetsity news­
paper was known simply ’as Olivet 
News, Former adviser Bertha Supplee 
proposed the name GlimmerGlass af- ■ 
ter visiting upstate New York, where 
she discovered a take with the same 
name. The lake was as dear as glass 
and "glimmered” in the breeze. The ; 
newspaper staff adopted the name in 
spring of 1941, with the vision that it 
would symbolize the paper’s mission 
to reflect the truth Mid the values of 
Olivet Nazarene University.
LETTER SUBMISSION 
The GlimmerGlass encourages read­
ers to respond through letters to the 
editor. For publication, letters must be 
signed and sent to the GlimmerGlass 
at campus box 6024 or e-mailed to 
glimmerglass@olivet.edu. The editor 
reserves the right to edit letters for 
content, style and length. Publication 
is not guaranteed. Further inquiries 
may be addressed by calling the Glim­
merGlass office at campus extension 
5315.
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The family of a young 
dance instructor who was 
killed when a train crashed 
into her car at a University 
Park crossing, where the 
warning signals had been 
turned off, won a $6 m ill 
lion settlement, according 
to the family’s lawyer.
Katie Ann Lunn, 26, was 
driving over the tracks near 
Governors Highway and 
Stuenkel Road on April 
16, 2010, when an Amtrak 
train traveling 79 mph col­
lided into her SUV, investi­
gators said.
A probe found that the 
warning signals had been 
deactivated by mainte­
nance workers. More in­
formation still being in­
vestigated.
Hill Air Force Base in 
Utah faces millions of dol­
lars in fines for cleaning 60 
pounds of leaked mercury 
with vacuums and storing 
the hazardous waste in un­
safe containers for years.
The ®tah Division 
off Solid and Hazardous 
Waste has given base of­
ficials a notice of violation 
for the 2007 mercury spill. 
The agency said the main 
problem with the spill 
was handled by untrained 
workers and stored in plas­
tic containers.
Division Director Scott 
Anderson said the maxi­
mum fine is $13,000 per 
day. That could potentially 
mean a fine of more than 
$18 million.
A Goldman Sachs execu­
tive resigned last week in a 
very public manner. Greg 
Smith called the firm “tox­
ic” and disrespectful of its 
Clients in a piece published 
in last Wednesday’s New 
York Times.
B l  can honestly say that 
the environment now is as 
toxic and destructive as I 
have ever seen it,” wrote 
Greg Smith on his last day 
at Goldman Sachs.
In a memo sent to em§ 
ployees, Goldman CEO 
Lloyd Blankfein and Chief 
Operating Officer Gary 
Cohn said they were “dis­
appointed to read the as­
sertions made by this in­
dividual that do not reflect 
our valuesjfc*
One of the abducted boys 
forced to serve in the 
Kony child army led by 
infamous warlord ^ Joseph 
Kony is now a man and 
says the time for justice 
has arrived.
Jacob Acaye, now 21, 
revisited the village where 
he was abducted by Ko- 
ny’s Lord’s Resistance 
Army to tell why Kony’s 
crimes' should not be for­
gotten.
The story has touched 
millions worldwide since 
it was featured in “Kony 
2012,” a video from the 
Invisible Children char­
ity. It has created a global 
online buzz and renewed 
public interest in capturing 
Kony.
During a visit to Afghani­
stan by Defense Secretary 
Leon E. Panetta, a stolen 
truck sped onto a runway 
ramp at the British mili-j 
tary airfield as his plane 
was landing.
Panetta was not hurt, 
but Pentagon officials said 
the Afghan driver emerged 
from the vehicle in flames 
and was pronounced dead 
shortly after.
No explosives were 
found on the Afghan na­
tional or in the truck, the 
officials said.
So far, the Pentagon has 
not considered the episode 
an attack on Panetta, but 
the incident reinforced the 
lack of security in Afghan­
istan.
-Chicago Tribune -The Washington Post -Associated Press -CNN -The New York Times
Philosophy club emerges as 
extension of Capitol Hill Gang
Jenny White 
Assistant News Editor
Capitol Hill Gang (CHG) recently 
created The Academy, a philoso­
phy club that is an extension of 
Capitol Hill Gang.
The name was taken from an 
ONU club from about 10 years 
ago, said sophomore Academy 
member Logan Long.
The Academy was primar­
ily re-established for members 
of |gHG that are interested in 
philosophy, and seeks to address 
the philosophical nature of poli­
ties. Current CHG members Ryan 
Dykhouse, Matt Van Dyke, ;Matt 
Logan, Rick Briggs and Logan 
Long spearheaded the group.
The members believe it will be 
easy to gain membership and vis-
ibility since The Academy is not a 
new club, but rather an extension 
of CHG.____________________
“We wanted to teach 
people how to formu­
late an argument, to 
think linearly and to 
value deep thinking.”
“[Routing The Academy 
through CHG] solves the prob­
lems that tend to kill philosophy! 
clubs|s Long said. “It was rela­
tively painless to start up, since 
technically we are a branch of 
,CHG and not just a new club.”
The purpose of the club is to 
broaden the way individuals view
aspects of the world, according to 
Academy member Matt Logan.
“We wanted to teach people 
how to formulate an argument, to 
think linearly and to value deep 
thinking,” Long said.
Issues of free will and deter­
minism were discussed at the first 
meeting, which took place Tues­
d a y  Feb 28. The meeting &as 
considered by members to be suc­
cessful.
H w e  recognized that society 
influences one’s psychological 
state of mind and limits the abil­
ity to make use of one’s freedom,” 
member Rick Briggs said.
Because the nature of free will 
is so complex, members plan to 
continue the discussion in the 
weeks to come.
: “There has been much philo-
sophical debate about what free 
will actually is throughout history, 
which is largely why the problem 
of free will is rather unresolved 
still,” Long said.
Anyone is invited to attend the 
meetings which take place every 
Tuesday at 9 p.m. in Burke 307.
Clarification: Some have inter­
preted a previous GlimmerGlass 
story to suggest that the Uni­
versity has endorsed Professor 
Brian Woodworth’s candidacy 
for Congres^g As a 501 (c)(3) 
not-for-profit entity, the Univer­
sity is prohibited from directly 
or indirectly participating in, 
or intervening in, any political 
campaign on behalf of (or in op­
position to) any candidate for 
elective public office.
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Campus recognizes National 
Eating Disorders Awareness week
Destiny Mitchell
Staff Writer 
•>
National Eating Disorders Aware­
ness week (NEDA) recognizes the 
struggles women and men have 
with their self-image. In recogni­
tion of the week, which took place 
Feb. 26 to March 3 this year,.a 
documentary was shown and ses­
sions for the Mindful Eating group 
were held.
The documentary. “ Starved”^ 
was shown ij^the Warming House 
on Saturday, March 1. A group of 
15 students gathered to share re­
freshments before the film began. 
The documentary was a 30-min­
ute feature that told the story of 
five women coping with body im­
age and self-esteem problems.
The film was followed by a 
brief discussion. Lauren Adair, 
Lisa Vander Veer and Mary Sch- 
weigert of Counseling and Health 
Services led the group chat. Help­
lessness, body image, the-impact 
of the media on self-esteem, and 
many other subjects were topics of 
discussion.
“Every year for National Eating 
Disorders Awareness week we try 
to set up different events that fo­
cus on maintaining healthy body 
image,” Vander Veer said. “We 
try to post facts all around cam­
pus or host events for the students. 
We’ve had things like ‘Love Your 
Body’ day and weBe shown other 
documentaries as well.”
Vander Veer explained it was 
important to recognize National 
Eating Disorders Awareness week 
because negative body image has
tails on eating disorders, their 
symptoms and means of coping 
with the disease. The three speak­
ers also offered to stay to talk to 
any person who may feel they or 
someone they know is struggling 
with disordered eating.
Also in honor of NEDA week 
were sessions for ONU’s Mindful 
Eating group. Meetings are held 
every Thursday from 4:30 to 5:30
“An eating disorder is clinically diagnosed, whereas 
disordered eating occurs whenever there is an 
unhealthy relationship with food -  whether that 
is overeating, under eating, or having any type of 
negative mentality regarding fo o d *
become a cultural disease. Adair 
and Schweigert also defined the 
difference between disordered 
eating and an eating disorder.
An eating disorder is clinically 
diagnosed, whereas disordered 
eating occurs whenever there is an 
unhealthy relationship with food -  
whether that is overeating, under 
eating, or having any type of neg­
ative mentality regarding food.
Before the event came to a 
close, flyers were offered to at­
tendees, which gave further de-
p.m. in the Center for Student 
Success.
Each meeting is unique, with 
students engaging in a variety 
of different activities such as art 
projects, bracelet making, open 
discussions, documentaries and 
reading excerpts from books. This 
year the group has primarily used 
the novel ‘‘Eating in the Light of 
the Moon” by Dr. Anita Johnston.
Every week a new topic is 
brought up for discussion in the 
meetings.
“We try to discuss different 
topics because disordered eat­
ing doesn’t corrfe from hunger, 
but from another type of hunger 
-  emptiness.” Vander Veer said.
¿So, Wot instance we may talk 
about how our families affect our 
eating habits one week and dis­
cuss the affects the media has on 
our self-esteem or what our spiri­
tuality has to say about one’s self- 
image another week.”
For college students, it can be 
more difficult to make healthy eat­
ing choices due to limited options. 
Fast food is ever present and is ofi 
ten a quick and easy choice. This 
is why Counseling and Health 
Services brought in a dietician last 
year during NEDA week to offer 
students advice and ideas on how 
to make school dining healthy and 
interesting.
';i*Tr feel that it’s so hard for 
student to make healthy eating 
choices because there’s only so 
much that’s available and there 
are so many other influencing fac­
tors, like stress or lack of sleep/* 
Vander Veer said. “That’s why we 
feel itV; also important to educate 
students on differentiating hunger 
from another external heed.”
Future of Tiger CarWash currently unknown
Jenny White 
Assistant News Editor
Olivet’s plan to acquire the car 
wash next to the Shine .FM ra­
dio station and donate profits to 
student scholarships is now at a 
standstill as the A-team and SIFE 
decide how to bring in more cus­
tomers.
The University purchased the 
Tiger Car Wash was purchased 
about seven months ago, and 
the project is just now “breaking 
even,” according to VP of Finance 
Doug Perry.
The problem, Perry said, is 
that some car washes in the area 
are losing business or going out 
of business, and the ones that are 
thriving are'In competition with 
the Tiger Car Wash.
gafSIFE would count cars, and in 
a matter of an hour there would be 
two or three customers using the 
Tiger Car Wash, and about two 
or three hundred using other car 
washes,” Perry said.
This plan for acquiring the car 
wash and its property is part of a 
master plan to -beautify” Main 
Street, and make the surround­
ing area look more like a “college 
town,” Perry said.
The University and SIFE do not 
want to shut the Tiger Car Wash 
down and leave it as an empty lot, 
as this would hinder the beautifijl 
cation process, he added. Ideas 
for how to draw in customers and 
make use of the car wash are still 
being discussed.
¡a|j‘We’re not ready to close it 
yet,” Perry said. “We’re still de­
ciding on what to do.” The Tiger Car Wash is located west of the Shine.FM station.
Facebook begins IPO
Jenny White 
Assistant News Editor
Earlier this month, Facebook began trading its stocks publicly, beginning at $5 
billion IPO (initial public offer­
ing) of stock.
The company as a whole is val­
ued at over $100 billion, accord­
ing to MSNBC Feb. 24.
Why does this matter to college 
students, who do not typically in­
vest in the stock market?
It is expected that in the next 
few years, the value of the 
stocks will increase even more 
due to the nature of the pub­
lic sharing, according to a Feb. 
11 article in Forbes magazine. 
The IPO will probably be
priced at at least $25 a share, ac­
cording to a Feb. 3 article by CNN 
Money. However, it is possible the 
shares could be valued at up to 
$45.
Analysts are saying this switch 
will change the nature of the 
stock market entirely, as tra d i­
tional media types are no longer 
becoming as valuable, according 
to ABC News Feb. 1. Facebook 
is second in value behind Google 
jiJ and its users are primarily col­
lege students and young adults.
Part of the reason why Face- 
book stocks are so valuable is be­
cause Facebook has become part 
such an integral part of our lives. 
Millions of people are logging on 
everyday to communicate and ar­
chive information.
Because of its popularity, Face-
book has 28 percent of the online 
display ad market, but only 5 per­
cent of all online advertising. On­
line advertising itself is generally 
predicted to grow at 16 percent per 
year, according to Forbes. Forbes 
encourages long-time permanent 
stockholders to purchase the stock 
now.
The filing agreement was made 
by the Securities and Exchange 
Commission in Washington . If 
everything goes as planned, the 
trades will not go public on the 
stock market until May, according 
to ABC News article.
Several major investment banks 
are involved with the EPO, includ­
ing Morgan Stanley, Goldman 
Sachs, Bank of America, Merrill 
Lynch, Barclays Capital and IP 
Morgan.
WRL hosts self- 
defense class
Women’s Residential Life (WRL) 
will be hosting a self-defense class 
again this year, but with some al­
terations to the class’s structure 
and subject matter.
Keith Earnest, a senior and 
member of ROTC, will lead the 
class this year with the help of 
some other ROTC members, ac­
cording to VP for WRL Karyn 
Nichols.
Earnest has made changes to 
how the class is run; teaching 
women how to fight off an attack­
er and being aware of one’s surf 
roundings.
The event will be held at Fortin 
Villa on Main Street rather than 
the turf room, where it has been in 
past years.
The class will take place March 
19 at 7 p.m. — Morgan McCririe
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Faith Under Fire 
Jimmy Phillips
Faith is something with which I have 
struggled a lot. For the longest time I 
had this notion that faith was an idèa -  
an abstract noun. But the Lord continu­
ally reveals to me that faith is not just a 
noun; it is also a verb.
The idea of faith being something we 
do is a concept not found in the Church 
today. Sure, there are some who live 
what they believe, but many do not. We 
were talking ip my International Rela­
tions class about the Chinese Church 
and how it is thriving amidst an oppres­
sive, anti-religious government. There 
are people in China willing to die for 
Christ; I wonder if such pervasive pas­
sion can be found in the West.
Here we have religious freedom. We 
cannot be shot for going to church or to 
temple or to any other service. It’s not 
legal. To an extent, the West has even 
embraced the Church in a way that has 
been good for its growth, but I think we 
are stagnating.
I wonder what would happen if crazy 
people or government officials began 
opening fire on Sunday school classes 
and publically executing pastors. I know 
that is extreme, and don’t for the slight­
est moment think I am wishing violence 
on people, but I genuinely believe we 
would abandon our beliefs if there was 
a reasonable chance we might lose our 
lives over them.
We have become so comfortable in 
our wealth and standard of living that I 
think we would not be wont to give them 
up. If God called you to sérve in North 
Korea or Iran or some other scary, dead­
ly place, would you trade in your steady 
job and nice house to go?
A safe place has allowed the Church 
to train pastors and missionaries to go 
out to those unholy places, but it has also 
cost the Body a loss in fervor. Religious 
persecution has done great things for the 
growth and strength of the Church since 
Calvary, so why not now?
I sit here and suggest these things, 
knowing full well my faith has never 
been tested to the degree I am suggest­
ing. But I want it to be. I don’t want to 
have my faith, I want to live it and share 
it. Coziness and comfort will not foster 
that kind of life.
If you are not fully living your faith, 
you are not doing anybody any good. 
As the boys on my floor would say, “Do 
it or screw it.” Either live radically for 
God, or don’t waste your time.
There is a world out there I have to 
face. I know it is not the safest choice to 
make, but I choose to serve God with my 
whole life. I want Him to fill my spirit so 
He can pour me out. If He asks for my 
final breath, I will give it to Him. There 
’ ? is nothing this world offers which means 
more to me than His unyielding love.
I pray that if I ever find myself on the 
deadly end of a government gun because 
of the God I serve, I will have the cour­
age to bite the bullet. Will you?
GlimmerGIass Opinion
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To get the girl:
G ood grades and good deeds
Cameron Carpenter 
Contributing Writer
Something petrifies me about gradua­tion. And it isn’t the idea that I’ll be out on my own, paying off all my 
bills, loans and comic book problems -  it’s 
that I will have to actually explain to the 
girls that visit my home that I made good 
grades in college.
It’s not a problem here at school, where 
by living in a specific apartment complex, 
such as the Oaks, I am rewarded in having 
more open apartment times in exchange for 
being a good person (i.e. not having ex­
cessive parking tickets) and getting good 
grades (i.e. having a cumulative GPA of 2.5 
or higher).
But once I’m out in the real world, how 
will girls know I was a good student if all 
living arrangements are the same? How 
am I supposed to impress the opposite sex 
by saying, “You know, you can come over 
anytime you’d like,” if she can easily reply 
with, “Well, yeah, why couldn’t I? It’s your 
house (or shack behind the local Target. 
Dare to dream).”
That’s going to stupefy me.
I’m very comfortable here living amongst 
people and being able to judge them un­
abashedly by their apartment situation (not
that I do, I’m just saying the option is total­
ly there), and I find security in having more 
open apartment slots because I didn’t sleep 
through all two of my morning classes, 
which start promptly at 1:30 pm.
Call it an irrational fear, but I really wish 
that being allowed to have .girls over didn’t 
interfere with how good of a student I am.- 
I understand hard work should come with 
rewards, but I see a major flaw in logic if 
I pull in a “C” (which I wouldnever, ever 
do) and my girlfriend isn’t allowed to come 
over on Friday (which she never, ever does).
Of course, this wouldn’t be the case if 
upperclassmen were able to live off cam­
pus, whichcan also better prepare them for 
living in the real world. As much as I want 
to take my RA with me once I graduate, I 
think that’s slightly illegal unless I employ 
him as my house sitter.
The idea is this: If we are going to have 
freshman connection classes to allow us to 
put our toes in the college pool before div­
ing in, then the same mentality should be 
provided to us in our housing situations. As 
juniors and seniors, we’ve only got one or 
two years to prepare for the onslaught of re­
sponsibility that comes with living on our 
own.
Now, I’m not going to lie and ask you 
to picture a perfect world where the Olivet
life covenant is never broken, because I’m 
hot that naïve. But to make the argument 
that “no good could come of thisHis as ig­
norant as thinking those currently living in 
the apartments are infallible. Why, just last 
week I was looking to install a pool in my 
room. It didn’t work because I realized I’m 
not that strong a swimmer, but hey, the op­
tion was totally there.
I understand that Olivet doesn’t take a 
stance of “We don’t trust our students.’*.- 
And I think students should realize this, 
too. That being said, the current policies 
don’t translate as well as ONU might hope. 
They say, “We’re doing this to allow the 
opportunity for involvement and growth,” 
and students hear, “Here are your shackles, 
your toilet, and there’s some bread on the 
floor for later.”
It’s just the reality of the contrast between 
a working organization and residents who 
are excited to begin a new life. If there is 
to be any change, I think a greater compro­
mise needs to be made by both parties.
I’m not bashing any of Olivet’s current 
policies. And I’m not making a case to be 
lazy, because my motivations for getting 
good grades don’t ride on trying to impress 
the fairer gender. But if that’s the case, then 
why do those privileges get taken away in 
the first place? ' ■
Not of this world. We are in this world but 
not of this world. Our spirits are drawn to 
our Father and to our Savior. We may live 
in this world, and we may be bom to this 
world, but we are not of this world.
. “John Carter” is the story of a Virginia 
Civil War Veteran who is sick of all the con­
flict and disgrace of humanity. He simply 
wishes to reach a cave of gold to set himself 
up that he might live a comfortable life until 
he dies.
But John Carter, the title character and 
the hero of this story, found something far 
more valuable than gold in the cave he was 
so desperate to reach. He found that the 
world he lived in, particularly the gold he 
sought after, could not scratch the surface 
in satisfying the desires he had. The only 
possible answer to Carter’s dilemma, when 
all the world had to offer could not give him
a valid solution, is that he was made for an­
other world.
We often find ourselves with grand 
dreams to do God’s will in our lives. I know 
I have. I desire to be close to God and align 
myself with Him. I think we all experience 
a desire that goes beyond the level of satis­
faction we’d like in our spiritual lives. We 
often hear in church and from spiritual lead« 
ers that we should never be satisfied with 
where we are in our relationship with Him.
The things our souls yearn for, like love 
or joy, are only hinted at on earth. As C.S. 
Lewis said, “Joy is the serious business of 
heaven.” 1116 pleasures of this world are 
only small glimpses of joy we will someday 
experience. We cannot even begin to imag­
ine the wonders in store for.us in a place 
where our souls will be constantly overs 
flowing in the love and joy and strength of 
our Father in heaven. The most exciting and 
adrenaline-stimulating events we undergo 
do not even hold candles to the awe-inspir­
ing eternal moments we will experience in 
heaven.
Carter had been looking for his cave of
gold, of physical wealth for material com-fjj 
fort. When he found that the cave was actu-j 
ally a gateway, that he was transported to a 
completely different world than his own, he 
was astonished. Despite his lingering greed 
for the cave of gold, he soon realized the 
world he had left behind was not the world 
he was made for. He discovered that Bar- 
soom, as we call Mars, was his true home 
and the wealth he found there was far more 
grand than anything he could have dreamed 
of. He went from being John Carter of Vir­
ginia to being John Carter of Mars.
In all of our soul searching, in all of our 
earthly travels, we must all come to the 
point of revelation where we understand 
our nature is not of earth, but of the king­
dom of heaven. In coming to this under­
standing we can only do one of two things: 
Ignore it and continue to live for ourselves 
our entire lives, which in the grand scheme 
is but a blink of an eye, or focus on all that 
is eternal, such as love, joy or -  more im­
portantly —our neighbors, who are also not 
of this world and with whom we will be 
sharing eternity.
.
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Voting is an essential civic duty
Matt Van Dyke
One of the most difficult decisions people 
need to make on a regular basis is who 
will represent them in our government.
The reason for its difficulty is that, 
many times, our choices are so different 
from our own viewpoints. Many people 
lament the -fact that they have to choose 
from“ the lesser of two evils*” The choic­
es are often cited as reasons for growing 
apathetic with the democratic process. 
However, this dilemma often arises due 
to a self-fulfilling prophecy: the apathy 
of the moderate.
On M archil* Illinois will be hosting 
its election primary. This primary will 
display who the nominations will be for 
the upcoming election in November. Tra­
ditionally, the average voter does not void 
in the primaries; for whatever reason, the 
primary season tends to be dominated by 
the hard-line voter; one whq is very con­
servative or very liberal.
Despite a 2010 Gallup poll stating that 
moderates make up 35 percent of the 
American voter population, we do not 
see candidates who brand themselves as 
“moderate
The reason? Moderates do not devote 
time or money to political campaigns.
Friends and peers constantly ask me 
why there is no third party that reflects 
the moderates of America. This is the 
reason: Average Americans who are not 
ideological do not vote often enough.
As college students, our greatest po­
litical power is our vote. More often than 
not, we do not have thousands of dollars 
to donate to a campaign or a Super PAC. 
But at the end of the day, my vote is sym­
bolically equal to Dr. Bowling’s vote, 
and to Bill Gates’ vote, and to Peyton
Manning’s vote.
Never underestimate 
your power to choose; 
by not voting, one is 
indirectly validating the 
eventual choice.
The power of youth in 
this country has grown 
exponentially since the: 
voting age was lowered.
Until 2008» however! 
that power was rarely 
utilized. The informa­
tion American college 
students h a | |  at their 
fingertips is greater than 
at any point in human history;
I urge you, before March 2 «read up on 
who you want to be yotiÉvoice in Spring- 
field and Washington. Tell your friends 
what you think and what you want.
For those who claim to be “not politi- 
calpj I hate to burst your bubble, but ev­
erything is political. Upset at the price of 
gas or the war in Afghanistan? Show that 
through your vote. Angry at the treatment 
of the poor in our nation or the rights of 
children? Show that through your choice. 
Now is the time to act for what you believe 
in.
Whether you are Republican or Demo­
crat, or perhaps somewhere in between, 
vote in the upcoming elections. The only 
piece of advice I can give you is to vote 
your conscience.
You don’t need to impress your friends, 
family or pastor; vote for what you believe 
is important.
When I cast my vote next week at BVM 
Maternity School, I hope to see some of 
you doing the same.
Voting hinders social action
GJ Frye
United we stand, di­
vided we fall. We are 
a country that is split 
right down the middle 
oh almost every issue 
presented to us. We live 
in a society that has 
slowly brainwashed us 
into thinking we need to 
have control by taking a 
side.
It’s easy to jump on 
the bandwagon for ei­
ther side of an issue and 
say you are doing your 
part as a citizen. But I think there are bigger 
animals than donkeys or elephants that need 
to be tamed in our country. I’m not asking 
that people refrain from voting; voting is 
not wrong in itself. I-m asking people who 
aren’t educated or politically active in the 
government’s actions to stop voting simply 
for the sake of voting. Understanding an is­
sue is not the same as seeing a photo online 
meant to provoke emotions or getting infor­
mation from a single biased source.
For people that make it a habit to stay 
politically informed and are wired to find 
the latest news in our nation, good for you; 
keep voting and fulfilling your c i\^  duty.
I’m addressing the people who care 
about the issues going on in the country but 
don’t have a grounded knowledge about 
each candidate running for'office or each 
bill looking to be passed.
Recently, my church had elections for 
board members. My pastor told me he 
would send me a ballot if I wanted to vote.
Just because I can vote doesn’t mean I 
should. I decided not to vote because I 
haven’t been going to my home church 
consistently for several months since I’ve 
been at school. I had no business voting for 
people whose character I was not familiar 
with or issues I only had minor knowledge 
about. It doesn’t mean I’m not a member of 
my church, it just means, in this case, vot­
ing would’ve done more harm than good.
When uninformed people pick a side, 
it only furthers the division of our nation. 
Comment wars on Facebook are not equal 
to getting involved and fighting for your 
beliefs. There are more important mat­
ters at hand than trying to go out of your 
way to stay informed. Instead of voting 
for welfare, actively seek out the ones in 
need of welfare and volunteer your time. 
Instead of voting for or against abortion, 
seek out those who have been emotionally 
disturbed because of an abortion, and help 
them to heal. Instead of cramming like it’s 
a pop quiz, don’t vote for the next leader of 
our nation. Become,$ocially active in your 
neighborhood -■ fai your local community 
where, chances are, the president will nev­
er understand its true issues,
I’m not asking people to stop voting. 
I’m asking people to stop using voting as 
a crutch. We become so far removed from 
the true matters, and simply voting for 
one side or another istft enough. Oliver 
Queen, a SmallyiUe character, said the slap 
in the face that I think we all need to wake 
up |[T ]his world of armchair bloggers has 
created a generation of critics instead of 
leaders; I’m actually doing something.”
Importance of the cross should 
not be forgotten in chapel
Ashley Sarver 
Staff Writer
A college student walks down the aisle of Centennial Cha­pel to pray at the altar. Tears stream down her face and 
with a smile she looks up and faces ... the 
beautiful organ.
Where’s the cross? Don’t take this the 
wrong way. We have an incredible chapel 
and we are blessed to have such a magnifi­
cent organ.
But the cross is the symbol of our faith. It 
should automatically be a part of our wor­
ship. Yes, there is a cross on the outside of
the building, but we do not have chapel out­
side.
We cannot make the cross an icon be­
cause that is not what jt is; the cross is to 
remind us of what our Savior did for us.
We as Christians beliete baptism and 
communion (a few more symbols) are imB 
portant. The cross is no different. We con­
tinually forget that Christ suffered on a 
cross for us.
Part II Section VI in the Manual of the 
Church of the Nazarene says, “We believe 
that Jesus Christ, by Hist sufferings, by the 
shedding of His own blood, and by His 
death on the cross, made a full atonement 
for all human sin, and that this atonement is
the only ground of salvation.
Our University is a Nazarene organ!? 
zation, yet for everyone, even those who 
aren’t Nazarene; let us remetnber this pow­
erful statement in Acts 2:23 to 24, “This 
man was handed over to you by God’s set 
purpose and foreknowledge; and you, with 
the help of wicked men, put Him to death 
by nailing Him to the cross. But God raised 
Him from the dead, freeing him from the 
agony of death, because it was impossible 
for death to keep its hold on HimHH
The beauty of our chapel and the organ 
comes to life when believers gather to wor­
ship. The spirit of God is alive and present 
in our chapel.
“We continually forget 
that Christ suffered on 
a cross for  u s H
“Centennial Chapel bears witness to the 
marvelous story of Olivet Nazarene Uni-» 
versity -  a continual story of God actively 
at work,” as it says on olivet.edu.
Shouldn’t we strive to keep this truth 
alive? The reminder and truth of God’s un- 
deniable||ove can be found through what 
we often forget... the cross.
For more stories,Iphotos and polls,
check out our website at gIimmerglass,oIivet.edu!
■ ■ Hj m . _________________ !
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Student compositions 
showcased in concert
Morgan McCririe 
Staff Writer
Music filled Kresge Auditorium 
gfeb. 27 as the time, effort and 
inspiration of seven students cul­
minated in the “Composers of 
Olivet” concert
The concert was a chance for 
music composition students to 
showcase the work they have been 
doing this year, and also an oppor­
tunity to record the compositions 
for their portfolios.
The works of student composers 
Ben Chemey, Zachary Kohlmeier, 
Seth Lowery, Kyrstin Stephens, 
RaeMarie Donaldson, Chantelle 
Chamberlain and Josh Ring were 
performed during the concert.
The students are encouraged 
to try new and different things 
in their private lessons with Dr. 
Karen Ball, as the audience ex­
perienced a diverse selection of 
compositions at the concert.
Although the students take pri­
vate lessons, they do most of their 
composing outside of class, ac­
cording to sophomore Chantelle 
Chamberlain.
Senior RaeMarie Donaldson 
described her process as “progres­
sive” and said that although many 
people think songwriters just sit 
down and write, that is not the 
case.
When composing, Donaldson 
said she likes to try things out on 
the piano and “let |fier] fingers de­
cide.” She writes down short piec­
es in a notebook and often returns 
to them and uses them to shape 
larger pieces.
Similarly, Chamberlain usually 
begins with “a melodic idea or 
concept.”
Chamberlain also derives inspi­
ration for her compositions from a 
variety of sources. One composi­
tion, “The Air” stemmed from 
a quote, while her boyfriend in* 
spired another song, “The Smile.”
Donaldson said she tries to stay 
away from “typical* poppy” music 
and adds something surprising or 
unexpected to her compositions.
Both Chamberlain and Donald­
son plan to continue composing 
outside of class.
Chamberlain has begun some 
independent projects. She is cur­
rently writing a musical, and she 
also does a lot of songwriting on 
her own.
The “Composers of Olivet” 
concert offers these students an 
opportunity to share their talent 
and hard work with fellow stu­
dents. Chamberlain said the con­
cert was when she “first felt like a 
real composer.”
The laughs keep on coming
Spoons 4 Forks alumni start traveling comedy troupe
Hannah Rowen 
Staff Writer
Spoons 4 Forks strives to make students laugh. Stealth Force Seven strives to carry that laugh­
ter to the world.
Stealth Force Seven, a group 
, of past and present members of 
Olivet’s improv comedy team, in­
cludes Olivet alumni Scott Hale, 
Alex Green, Dustin Vanderhoof, 
Tyler Hall, Charlie Leimann and 
current senior Jonathan Shreves. 
The team has shared their comedy 
nationwide during past year.
Stealth Force Seven (SF7) 
hopes to honor God in a secu­
lar world. The idea for the group 
was bom a few years ago when 
the team members decided they 
did not want to stop performing 
improv comedy after graduation. 
They wanted to continue making
people laugh.
“Everyone laughs IMHumor is 
something that transcends culture, 
but we have always felt there is a 
better way to do humor than being 
inappropriate,“ Shreves said.
“Our mission is based on being 
in the world but not of it. It is easy 
to get laughs for shock value, but 
it is work to make humor in a posi­
tive, God-honoring way. Some of 
the stuff people laugh at makes me 
sad. There are better ways to make 
a situation funny other than raun­
chy stuff.T ‘ ,
Shreves grew up perform­
ing in skits at his chinch and re­
membered thinking, jjl wish this 
was useful in life; making people 
laugh is important enough to pay 
the rent”
Spoons 4 Forks was an outlet 
for Shreves, and SF7 was bom out 
of that same idea. For him, it is a 
dream come true.
TIRED OF EATING THE 
SAME OLD FAST FOOD?
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Since SF7 began, the team has 
performed two shows, including 
the Eastern Michigan District!* 
“Celebrate Life,”tfan event in 
which Nazarene teens share their 
talents, Members of S47 also; . 
judged some drama, art, writing 
and video production at “Cel­
ebrate Life.”
They have produced seven pod­
casts featuring other S4F alumni 
and audio sketches that can be 
found online at stealthforceseven. 
com or cleanimprov.com. They 
also have a Facebook page called 
“‘Stealth Force Seven Improv 
Comedy.”
Shreves said the group eventu­
ally hopes to use other kinds of 
media. Group members to begin 
hosting improv climes to help 
youth groups write curriculums to 
use in their own cbfiirches.
This summer SF7 will begin its 
first tour, traveling to at least sev­
en churches throughout the Mid­
west, five of which are Nazarene. 
To pay for the tour, the group will 
accept donations online and either 
charges admission fees or work
with each church to find another 
form of payment.
Though SF7 is similar to a busi­
ness, Shreves does not view it that 
way.
“We are just a group of really 
good friends practicing Christ- 
honoring humor,” he said.
Above: (from left) Olivei 
alumni Scott Hale, Alex 
Green* Tyler Hall, Dustin 
Vanderhoof and senior 
Jonathan Shreves continue 
to perform clean improv 
comedy as members of 
Stealth Force Seven.
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No pain, no gain
Hundreds take the Polar 
Plunge to raise money for  
the Special Olympics
Hannah Rowen 
Staff Writer
They pay money to experience 
pain.
Each year in Manteno, hun­
dreds of people pay to run into 
freezing cold water. The event, 
known as the Polar Plunge, has 
raised awareness and money for 
the Special Olympics in Illinois 
for nine years.
The Polar Plunge is one of 
many Law Enforcement Torch 
Run «Vents that occurred, in 20 cit­
ies in Illinois this year. The Torch 
Run events are the primary means 
of fundraising for the Special 
Olympics.
This year’s plunge took place 
March 3. It cost a minimum of 
$75 per person and many teams 
raised other funds to help benefit 
the cause.
The temperature for the run was 
about 40 degrees, and although 
there was no ice in the water, it 
was windy and snowing.
Event director Kim Riddering 
said 358 people participated this 
year, raising $92,000.
The money will help sponsor 
Special Olympic participants.
"Athletes don’t pay to be in the 
Olympics, so all die funding has 
to come from fundraising,” Rid­
dering explained.
This year, the Crestwood Police 
Department raised more money 
than any other team, bringing in 
$26,000.
“Athletes don’t pay to 
be in the Olympics, so 
all the funding has to 
come from fundrais­
ing.”
The team began participating in 
2008. This year they had 48 par­
ticipants, according to Detective 
Sergeant Chris Soderlund.
Soderlund said he takes the 
plunge because he cares about the 
people.
“As you learn about the athletes 
and how they deal with their dis­
abilities, it gives you a whole new 
outlook,” he said. “It is truly an 
honor to be able to participate in 
these events and raise money for 
such a worthy cause.”
Seniors savor 
sweet sensations
Jordan Lewis 
Staff Writer
Chocolate, caramel and the PpyelingSripake’ for a “sWeeb  ^ end to ihe swèet 
elite class of 2012 tradition.
The Sweet Elite, developed by 
Kayla Rolling, senior class presi­
dent, during her second sopho­
more year has been a three-year 
tradition which follows each 
spring musical.
This year, after “Once Upon a 
Mattress,” the senior class had its 
final Sweet Elite party at Dr. And 
Mrs. Bowling’s house.
“Not,a lot of seniors have the 
opportunity to spend quality time 
with the Bowlings, especially at 
their house,” Rolling, said.
Rolling said the couple was 
more than willing to host the 
event.
“They were really happy to 
have us.”
Not only did students get to 
spend time with their University’s 
president, the president got to 
spend time with the students. 
» ‘Presidents and their spouses 
can often get isolated from stu­
dents if they don’t take the initia­
tive,” Dr. Bowling said. “[I] don’t 
teach a class, so [I] don’t get to see 
students. This really helps us con­
nect.”
The Bowlings enjoy going to 
campus events.-  ^*
“It’s part of our responsibility,
and a great pleasure,” Dr. Bowl­
ing said.
“It’s not necessarily built into 
the job -  you don’t have to go to 
ball games, you don’t have to go 
' to conceits r  but it’s something we 
really enjost” agreed Jill Bowling, 
first lady of Olivet.
The Bowlings have also hosted 
events for Associated Student 
Council, resident assistants, inter­
national students and more.
“Not a lot of seniors 
have the opportunity 
to spend quality time 
with the Bowlings, 
especially at their 
house.”
“We’re never sorry [after host­
ing an event],* Dr. Bowling said. 
“[Because of] Sweet Elite, we’ve 
gotten to connect with students 
that we didn’t necessarily know 
before.”
Whether the Bowlings are cook­
ing with students, having staff 
over or hosting Sweet Elite, they 
believe in using their home to con­
nect with the Olivet community.
“There is a sense of steward­
ship,” Dr. Bowling said. “We’fe 
given this position, and really, 
with the school providing this 
house, it should be used for the 
school.”
Students share campus 
humor through memes
Luverta Reames 
Assistant Life Editor
“Parking ticket from Public Safe­
ty. Parked at Walmart.* i 
That meme alone has received 
over 68 “likes” since it was first 
posted on Facebook’s$ “ONU 
Memes” page Feb. 20.
Junior Ethan Barse and sopho­
more Logan Smith, page owners 
and roommates, created the “ONU 
Memes” page Feb. 9 as a way for 
Olivet students to post funny and 
appropriate memes related to the 
University and the site took off, 
generating 220 likes in less than 
12 hours. Bow they have more 
than 1,200 likes.
The roommates decided to 
make the site after Smith’s friend 
from the University of Michigan 
posted a link to a similar memes
page for U of M.
“A bunch of schools have one 
and we thought it would be fun to 
make one for Olivet,” Long said.
On the “ONU Memes” page, 
students are able to post their own 
pictures and captions.
Many of the memes are gener­
ated from websites that have a 
database of pictures users can cus­
tomize with their own captions. 
While many of the memes on the 
page are generated by other stu­
dents, Long and Barse add their 
own memes that address whatever 
the student body is talking about. 
|  “ We make new* pictures every 
once in a while,” Barse said There 
are only so many memes you can 
make about Olivet’H  
While other schools^ meme 
pages may contain vulgar content 
the roommates have not had any
trouble keeping their page appro­
priate.
“There is an admin options 
[you can set on Facebook so] cer­
tain words and comments will be 
marked as spam and won’t  show 
up *. Barse said.
The memes are receiving mixed 
reviews from students. .
“Some of the memes are very 
clever, but others are stupid,” ju­
nior Rebah Seidler said. “People 
are so eager to jump on the band­
wagon; they don’t even stop to 
learn what the intended purpose 
and pattern of each individual 
meme are.”
Despite a few misses, senior 
Destiny Zorman likes the memes.
fSome I feel are irrelevant, but 
the majority [of the memes] are 
funny because they are so true,” 
she said.
One of the first ONU memes to be cheated, this post currently has more than 85 ||ikes 
on the Facebook page.
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increase in 
student costs 
causes mixed 
reactions
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Jordan Lewis 
Staff Writer
“We can’t give credits away for
ffee j i | |
■ rC ost of living is going up, 
[and] so will tuition^H 
Those are words used by Olivet 
staff members to explain the rising 
costs of tuition and cost of credit 
hours, in a story in the Feb. 23 is­
sue.
Many trust the administration’s 
judgment but others have ques­
tions and doubts. They wonder if 
they can afford the prices being 
charged.
“I can barely pay for this year’s 
tuition, let alone an increase,” ju­
nior Andrew Oliver said. M know 
people who are extremely smart 
and dedicated and because of [tu­
ition prices] they were forced to 
go somewhere else||V-,
Oliver is not the only student 
who believes cost increases might 
force him to take time off school.
“There are students, including 
me, that are struggling to come 
back for their last year of college,” 
junior Jose Cruz said. “I love this 
school, b u t t ’s become so ridicu­
lously pricy ... that I’m afraid I 
won’t be able to finish on time.”
Even students who do not 
have to make the difficult deci­
sion about returning to Olivet are 
frustrated. “Obviously the cost of 
living goes up, so tuition does as 
well,” senior Allison Ascher said. 
“It’s frustrating, however, know­
ing that you won’t be paying the 
same amount you came in pay-1 
ing.”
Other students are more accept­
ing of the increase.
think a lot of students don’t
realize that in the real world, pric­
es go up,^¡senior Lydia Linsner 
said. “Maybe they haven’t felt the 
pressure of inflation yet, and they 
think the University just wants to 
make more money.”
Diane Richardson, family and 
consumer sciences department 
chair, believes the “product” Oliv­
et sells is a great quality which 
means a higher price.
¿“You can’t have highly prepared
“I love this school, 
but it’s become so 1 
ridiculously pricy 
that I’m afraid 
I won’t be able to 
finish on time.”
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faculty, first-rate facilities, tech­
nology, athletics and music with­
out a cost,” she said. IT admire 
our administration for trying to be 
good stewards of our resources.”
According to several student 
leaders on campus, students need 
to realize the administration does 
not look forward to raising prices.
“It’s important to keep in mind 
that it is a difficult decision for 
the administration, and they don’s  
take it lightly,” senior and Student 
Body President Kyle Lowry said.
Senior Shane Emaus, VP for Fi­
nance, agreed.
“The University .is well aware 
of what they are doing financial­
ly,” he said. “They are not oblivi­
ous to what’s going on and are try­
ing their hardest to keep tuition as 
low as they can.”
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Senior Brock Johnson applies for a summer job on c a m p u s iP ^ y
Applications for summer 
jobs available now
Hannah Rowen 
Staff Writer
Summer is remembered as the season of freedom, late nights, no homework and 
warm days. Yet, between intern­
ships and mission trips, the sum-*| 
mer can be very busy. Some stu­
dents spend their best summers at 
Olivet.
'g la s s e s  and jobs are offered at 
the school during the summer, but 
there are still some differences be­
tween the summer and the regular 
semesters.-Not all classes are of­
fered and the jobs take a lot more 
work.
“Most jobs require full time 
hours and are with the Physical 
Plant arm of the University* said 
Mary Anderson, director of Career 
Services. “These include cleaning, 
painting, and grounds work.” 
Other summer jobs include 
working for admissions and the 
library, but they usually go to stu­
dents who work during the aca­
demic year. “Many departments 
retain student employees from the 
previous academic year or hire 
new students who can work the 
next academic year,* Anderson 
said.
She added that students inter­
ested in spending the summer at 
Olivet should begin thinking now 
about where they want to work, as 
some jobs are already posted on 
the My Olivet portal.
“It is best to check every two to 
three days to avoid missing any 
opportunities,” she said.
Although the summer wage 
has not been set yet,,ft is usually 
slightly higher than the wage of­
fered during the schoolHear.
While working or taking sum­
mer classes, students may still live 
on campus, but for a higher price.
Rooms for the upcoming sum­
mer cost $68 per week for stu­
dents taking classes or working 
part timip according to Marlin 
Wallace, director of Student Ac­
counts. Fulltime workers may stay 
on campus for $32 per week.
This summer all residents will 
live in the Grand apartments.
|  “Summer housing was fun,” ju­
nior Michael Kilcran said. “There 
were no super strict rules about 
anything, and living with friends 
was fun.”
Though Michael enjoyed living 
at Olivet during the summer, his 
job was not as exciting.
I H l  like my custodial job better 
now because it is less demanding,” 
he said.£I had to work weekends 
and overtime was required in the 
summer.”
Students who have spent a sum­
mer on campus have advice for 
others who want to stay at Olivet 
over break. “Those interested 
in getting a summer job at ONU 
should make sure they room with 
people they enjoy,” sophomore 
Heather Terpenning said. “Stay 
busy with classes or a hobby, and 
don’t eat Taeo Bell and Little Cae­
sars every night.”
Lunch celebrates moms and mentors
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Female students and their “leading ladies” gathered in Chalfant Feb. 25: for the Lead-^ 
ing LadteS Luncheon, sponsored by Women’s Residential Life. The event’s theme was “All 
around the World.”
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New technologies 
can help college 
students learn
Alex Reiter 
Contributing Writer
“Harder, better, faster, stronger.”
The lyrics to one of Daft Punk’s 
most popular songs sum up the 
pace of new computers.
Year after year, companies re­
lease new devices in every shape 
and size, each harder, better, fast­
er and stronger than the last. Yet 
companies do not always do the 
best job of educating the consum­
er about new products.
This year consumers will, see 
a flood of new hardware and soft­
ware updates in the market. What 
do these tools mean to college stu­
dents? Here are five of the most 
important changes in computer 
technology students will see this 
year.
1. Mac OS X Mountain Lion
Apple has announced thé re­
lease of their next operating sys­
tem, OS X 10.8, also known as 
Mountain Lion, this coming sum­
mer. Mountain Lion will featüre 
more popular features from iPad, 
than Lion, the last operating sys­
tem released for Macs. These
. features include a comprehensive 
Notification Center, the popular 
Game Center for playing games 
with friends, and AirPlay, which 
allows users to view their com­
puter screen wirelessly on any TV 
attached to an Apple TV device. 
Currently, Apple is distributing 
Mountain Lion to software de­
velopers for tests and consumers 
should see it during the summer. A 
price has not yet been announced.
2. Windows 8
Microsoft is also releasing a 
new operating system, Windows 
8. Windows 8 is a radical re­
imagination of the Windows that 
PC lovers have grown used to. 
Microsoft has introduced a unified 
user interface that will work on 
tablets and desktops, in order to 
compete with Apple’s iPad. Users 
will see faster speeds, smoother 
load times and some of the clean­
est, most user-friendly changes to
the way that apps work. Windows 
8 also features the Windows Mar­
ketplace which will allow for easy 
app downloads. Users should be 
able to upgrade to Windows 8 in 
October, and buy tablets and com­
puters with the operating system 
soon afterward.
Microsoft is also working on a 
new version of its famous Office 
suite. I have seen pictures and 
demonstrations of several of these 
new programs, and lovers of pro­
ductivity are in for a treat.
3. Ultrabooks are thin, more 
powerful laptops
No matter where someone goes, 
they’ll encounter this incredibly 
thin technology. Thin laptops, 
ranging from 11 mm to 14 mm, 
known as “ultrabooks,” are ev­
erywhere. Ultrabooks from com­
panies like Apple, Acer, Asus, HP, 
Dell, Lenovo and even TV maker 
Vizio, have already been released, 
with more on the way. These thin 
laptops have very few compromis­
es. In fact, they feature some of 
the most advanced, efficient tech­
nology to date. Users will receive 
incredible battery life, thanks to 
efficient power management and 
. lower power consumption. This 
increased battery life and low 
power consumption does not hin­
der performance, as ultrabooks are 
capable of performing any task a 
college student requires with easy 
and efficiency.
4. Thinner, longer lasting smart­
phones
Ultrabooks are not the only 
portable devices receiving major 
face lifts this year. Smartphone 
manufacturers are continuing to 
introduce thin devices to the mar­
ket. By far the most talked about 
thin phone lately has been the Mo­
torola Droid Razr and Razr Maxx. 
Both of these devices run Android 
and are super thin. The Razr is 7 
mm and the Razr Maxx is 8 mm.
One highlight of the Razr Maxx 
is its battery, which lasts twice as 
long as the current Razr Maxx. 
Other manufacturers such as HTC 
and LG are following suit with
thinner devices that can last lon­
ger thanks to large batteries, but 
those devices will not be released 
until late spring.
Apple has the iPhone 4S, which 
is still considered fairly thin at 9 
mm and soon there will be, a new­
ly designed iPhone with an even 
thinner body to keep up with the 
competition.
5. More and more tablets
Apple is still dominating the 
tablet market. After two years on 
the market, Apple has sold 10s of 
millions of iPads. The user expe­
rience is simple, the selection of 
apps is extensive and people are' 
using them to do just about every­
thing from photography to games. 
The iPad 2 made a splash with its 
incredibly thin, light and fast ex­
perience. At print time, Apple has 
not announced the next iPad, but 
rumors from the Wall Street Jour­
nal and CNBC official Twitter ac­
count have both said that the new 
...“iPad 3” will feature a screen with 
better image quality.
• In Android tablet land, tablets 
ranging from seven to 10 inches 
are being created for every pos­
sible price, however, users inter- 
, est has increased at a much slower 
rate. Currently Google’s Android 
system is presenting very chal­
lenge for Apple’s iPad. However, 
one Android tablet has been sell­
ing quite well. The Kindle Fire, a 
seven-inch tablet from Amazon, 
sold millions of units over the hol­
idays thanks to its budget price of 
$200. Yet with the iPad firmly in 
first place, there is very little room 
for competitors.
Technology is always changing, 
and no one knows what the next 
big thing will be. That’s why stu­
dents should do research to know 
what kind of phones they are buy­
ing, and what kind of tablets will 
work best for them.
Alex Reiter is a sophomore com­
puter science major. He can be 
reached at ajreiter@live.olivet. 
edu.
The Cook's Corner: Rice crispy treats
Nate Spinnie 
Contributing Writer
This week’s recipe could be a rec­
ipe for disaster if you don’t make 
it right, but prepared correctly this 
tasty dish will ensure you always 
have something edible to eat for 
dessert on those deserted Friday 
nights. But be forewarned, if you 
fail to follow my directions, So- 
dexo may have you cleaning dish­
es for the next week to make up 
for the mess you made.
Make your own rice crispy treat 
Next time you don’t like the of­
fered desserts, try this on for size. 
Grab two cereal bowls, and fill
one with about three-fourths of a 
cup of the cereal of your choice. 
Go over near the toaster and add 
around two teaspoons of butter 
to the cereal, which will help the 
marshmallows stick later on.
Then fill the bowl that already 
has cereal and butter in it about 
three-fourths of the way full with 
marshmallows, which you can find 
hear the hot cocoa. Take the bowls 
over to the microwave, and put 
them on top of each other, creating 
a hollow space for the marshmal­
lows to expand. This is very im || 
portant, because if the other bowl 
were not there, the marshmallows 
would expand over the sides of the 
bowl and create a mess.
Microwave the bowl for about 
20-30 seconds, time enough to 
melt the butter and expand the 
marshmallows. Remove the bowls 
from the microwave, and discard 
the empty one. Mix the ingredi­
ents of the bowl well using two 
spoons, and then enjoy your rice 
crispy treat!
This recipe is one of my favorite 
things to make in Sodexo, and it’s 
one of the easiest. Just remember, 
with a little creativity, you can 
turn everyday cafeteria items into 
a delicious treat.
Nate Spinnie is a sophomore engi­
neering major. He can be reached
n t vìlr?rtìnvtÌ0(7ì)1ì'\)i> n lìvP t P.Ì1U.
Argentinean event inspires 
some students to serve
Meg Dowell 
Staff Writer
A traditional Argentinean gathering always begins with a formal greeting, 
and the event “God’s Work in Ru-1 
ral Argentina” was no exception.
On Feb. 28, students and faculty 
gathered in Wisner Auditorium to 
learn more about the work Olivet 
has done in Argentina and hear 
more about this year’s summer 
MIA trip the country.
• “Argentina culture is very re­
lational,” engineering professor 
Mike Morgan said at the begin­
ning of the event, which was 
sponsored by the nursing depart­
ment. “You would never start any 
business or sit down at a table 
until you went around and greeted 
every single person [there], even 
if you didn’t know them.” ■ 
Rosalie Tuttle, Susan Day and 
Tiffany Greer also have firsthand 
knowledge about Argentina. The 
three musing professors served in 
Formosa, Argentina, during past 
MIA trips.
“We serve two populations: 
[The] Toba Indians ... in northern 
Argentina and some areas by Bue­
nos Aires,” Day said. “We [also] 
work with a nurse at [a] particular 
clinic.”
As the event progressed, par­
ticipants got a taste of Argentinian 
culture. A caramel-based spread 
known as “dulce de leche,” sugar­
less coffee and mate, a herb Toba 
Indian tribes gather from trees, 
were passed around the group.
> “If you’re a germaphobe, al­
ways offer to go first,” Tuttle said 
as she passed around the coffee 
meant for everyone to share.
Participants learned more about 
previous missions to Argentina. 
Groups that previously traveled 
to Formosa provided rural popula­
tions with assistance ranging from 
clothes and construction projects 
to healthcare such as blood pres­
sure checks and vital signs.
The engineering department has 
also participated in several water 
purification projects in the area 
since 2007, providing the Toba 
population with safe, clean water.
This year’s team of 15 students 
and three professors will work 
with several medical clinics in 
low-income neighborhoods and 
do maintenance on the previously 
installed water treatment system.
“These trips have inspired many 
students to look for ways to serve 
with their engineering, nursing 
[and] other skills,” Morgan said. 
Some, he said, have even been 
inspired to volunteer further mis­
sionary service after graduation to 
other developing countries.
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Spring break sports scores
Justine Espersen 
Assistant Sports Editor
Women's Tennis
Spring Break Trip 
Destination: Orlando, Fla., 
hosted by Albion College 
Duration: March 3 to 9 
Result: The Lady Tigers won 
three out of their five games 
played at Orlando. They also 
played March 10 and 12, where 
they lost to Lee University 
(Tenn.), but won against Ohio Do­
minican University (Ohio). Their 
next home game will be March 31 
at 1 p.m. against the University of 
St- Francis (111.). '
While some students went home for spring break and others went on mission trips, some varsity athletes had the oppor­
tunity to compete in spring break tournaments. Men’s and women’s tennis, baseball and softball went to either Florida
or Arizona for their week of hard work and fun.
Men's Tennis
Spring Break Trip 
Destination: Winter Park, Fla., 
hosted by Rollins College 
Duration:March 6 to 8 
Result: The Tigc& had three wins 
and two losses in the tournament.
They also played March 10 and 
12, where they lost to Lee Univer­
sity (Tenn.), but won against Ohio 
Dominican University (Ohio).
Their next home game will be 
March 31 at 1 p.m. against the 
University of St. Francis (111.).
Junior Ashlan Allison 
receives the ball during the 
spring break trip to Florida.
Senior Sebastian Esquethni serves the ball 
during the men’s tennis spring break trip.
Baseball
Russ-Matt Central Florida Inviational 
Destination: Winter Haven, Fla.
Duration: March 3 to 12 ■
Result: The Tigers baseball team won six games and lost seven. Their 
next home game will be March 16 at 3 p.m. against Calumet College 
of St. Joseph (Ind.).
Junior
Adrian Perez 
is up at bat 
at the Russ- 
Matt Florida 
Invitational.
Softball
Tuscon Invitational Games 
Destination: Tuscon, Ariz.
Duration r March 2 to 10
Result: The Lady Tigers softball team won 15 games and lost two. 
Their next home game will be March 20 at 3 p.m. against Bethel C o l 
lege (Ind.).
The women s 
softball 
team gath­
ers together 
after a day 
of playing 
under the 
Tuscon sun.
Track competes at NAIA
PHOTOS BY JANET MCDOWELL
Athletes travel for 
missions over break
Above left: Freshman Marcus Waller hurdles at the NCAA meet held in Cedarville, Ohio. 
Above right: Sophomore Rey Keys competes in the 200-meter dash.
Justine Espersen 
Assistant Sports Editor
Despite low placements, both the men’s and wom­en’s teams were proud 
of their performance at the 2012 
NAIA Indoor Track and Field Na­
tional Championships in Geneva, 
Ohio, March 3 and 4.
The men’s team placed 38th out 
of 61 teams. The team’s bright 
spot in the meet was a fourth- 
place finish in the men’s 4x800 
meter relay.
The team set a school record 
and claimed All-American status. 
The group included senior Jus­
tin Jones, sophomore Brian Wil­
loughby, senior Thomas Powers
and sophomore Ethan Gallagher.
“We were a little timid going 
into it and had some anxiety about 
if we would make finals or not,” 
Gallagher said. “But once we 
made it, we realized we had noth­
ing to lose; [we] far exceeded our 
expectations.’®!
Additionally, freshman Lucas 
Limberg placed 13th in the high 
jump and senior Joe Reisinger tied 
19th for shot put and placed 18th 
in weight throw.
B “Individually, since I’m a fresh­
man, this meet was a great learn­
ing experience for me to be able 
to know what to expect at these 
national meets.
As a team, I feel we did a great 
job; we had All-Americans on
both the boys’ and girls’ sides,! 
Limberg said.
As a whole, all six teammates 
scored a total of five points.
On the women’s side, although 
the team tied for last place with 
one point, junior Kortney El- 
lingboe gained All-American 
status. She placed eighth in the 
5,000-meter run.
“I was very proud with my ac­
complishment at the meet,” El- 
lingboe said. “As a team, we got 
personal records ... so I think that 
is all our team could have asked 
for.’?;
Both teams will begin their out­
door season at. the Chicagolands 
event hosted by the University of 
Chicago April 6 and 7.
Luverta Reames 
Assistant Life Editor
ONU sports teams frequently 
travel in and out of state for away 
games.
Some teams, however, also have 
the privilege of traveling out of 
the country to do missions work.
This spring break about 20 track 
and field athletes traveled with 
four coaches to the Bahamas.
The team worked and stayed 
at a place called Camp Bahamas!
“God blessed us with 
so many memories 
and friendships. ”
which is designed to house disad­
vantaged kids, according to Head 
Coach Mike McDowell.
The girls painted cabins, while 
the guys dug holes and poured 
concrete for a new building.
During the afternoons, the 
team traveled to local schools and 
helped with the kids’ physical ed­
ucation time.
They also went to high schools 
and shared workout tips with the 
students.
Sophomore Christy Trank en­
joyed meeting the family that ran 
the camp.
“I think my favorite part was 
connecting with the mission fam­
ily, the Alburys,” she said.
“They had a huge family with 
five children [ages] 12 and young­
er. Also, [I enjoyed] connecting 
with the kids, we worked with at 
the schoollp j
Last May, "the volleyball team 
went’on a mission trip to Sun Val­
ley Indian School in Sun Viftley, 
Ariz.
They spent a week at the school 
with die children giving volley­
ball clinics, teaching art and math 
classes, building storage sheds 
and helping out in the office, as 
well as doing skits and sharing 
testimonies during chapel.
The team was also able to col­
lect $8,000 worth of box tops last 
year to buy a 15-passenger van for 
the school.
“God blessed us with so many 
memories and friendships,” Head 
Coach Brenda Williams said of 
the trip.
“I saw our team grow in His 
love toward the Sun Valley Indian 
students and staff; I saw them be 
passionate about serving, teaching 
and sharing His word.”
Women’s Basketball
2/25 Roosevelt University (111.) W, 128-92
3/1 Robert Morris University (111.) L, 99-102
3/14 Shorter University (Ga,)- Late
Men’s Track
jwl>3 NAIA Nationals (Geneva, Ohio) 38 of 61
(tie)
Women’s Track
3Zlr3 NAIA Nationals (Geneva, Ohio) 48 of 50
(tie)
Men’s Tennis
Jfi> vs. Grand Valley State University (Mich.) W, 6-3
3/6 vs. LaSalle University (Pa.) W, 6-1
3/7 vs. Vincennes University (Ind.) (Exhibition) L, 0-9
3/8 vs. Bethel University (Tenn.) W, 6-3
# 8  vs. Aquinas College (Mich.) L, 2-7
:| a 0  at Lee University (Tenn.Ù i-; L, 3-6
3/12 Ohio Dominican University W, 7-2
Women’s Tennis
3/5 i Albion CoHçge (Mich.) W 5-4
3/6 vs. Grand Valley State University (Mich.) L9-0
3/7 vs. Marian University (Ind.) L2-7
3/8 vs. Bethel University (Tenn.) W 9-0
3/8 vs. Evangel University (Mo.) W 7-2
3/10 at Lee University (Tenn.) \ L, 3-6
3/12 Ohio Dominican University W, 6-3
Baseball
2/27
Irl
3/3
8-3,
3/5
vs. Jamestown College (N.D.) (2) W, 2-1; T,
vs. Hannibal-LaGrange University (Mo.) (2) W, 5-4;W,
vs. Lourdes College (Ohio) W, 7-6
3/5 vs. Evangel University (Mo.) W, 1-0
3/6
3-2
3/7
vs. Point Park University (Pa.) (2) L, 0-1; W,
vs. Madonna University (Mich.) (2) L, 1-13;W, 12-0
3/9 vs. Grace College (Ind.) L, 4-5
3/9 vs. Madonna University (Mich.) L, 6-7
É/10 vs. Grace College (Ind.) Cancelled
3/10 vs. Lourdes College (Ohio) L, 3-5
3/12
1-4
vs. Huntington University (Ind.) (2) L, 5-7; L,
Softball
2/25 at Wiliam Woods (Mo.) W 8-1
2/25 vs. Central Methodist University (Mo.) L 6-5
2/26 at William Woods (Mo.) W 9-3
vs. Central Methodist University (Mo.) W 5-0 (3-
3/2 vs. Southern Oregon University (2) W 4-1
12-0
3/2 vs. Concordia University (Calif.) L2-11
3/3.'- vs. University of Great Falls (Mont.) W 9-43®S vs. Hope International University (Calif.) W 12-0
3/5 HE Northwestern College (Iowa) W ll-0
3/5 ■ ¡ivs. Cornerstone University (Mich.) W 4-3
3/6 vs. Peru State (Neb.) W 4-1
» 6 vs. William Penn University (Iowa) W 4-2
3/7 vs. Viterbo University (Wis.) W 22-6
3/7 vs. Iowa Wesleyan College W 9-0
3/8 vs. Azusa Pacific University (Calif.) L6-8
£J% ■ Jamestown College (N.D.) W 9-1
3/9 ";ÈL Cornerstone University (Mich.) W 7-1
3/9 vs. Coe College (Iowa) W, 10-5
Men’s Basketball
2/25 Roosevelt University (111.) W, 92-66
3/1 St. Xavier University (III.) W, 76-71
3/3' Robert Morris University (111.) L, 77-88
_____ H
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Catching up with Reynolds
Sports______________ ___________________________  Glim m erGiass
am constantly talking to myself 
before a game.
Q: What music do you listen l<| 
before a game?
A: Well my teammates refer to 
me as “Big Shug” because my 
pregame music is extremely;: 
loud. V- : ■><’
Q: Favorite cereal?
A: My favorite cereal has got to 
be Cinnamon Toast Crunch.
Q: If you could have any su­
perhero power, what would it 
be?
A: I would want to be able to fly. 
Q: Favorite cartoon?
A: My favorite cartoon is defi­
nitely Spongebob Squarepants.
Q: If you had 24 hours to do 
anything you wanted (money 
not an issue) what would you 
do?
A: My ideal 24. hours would in­
clude a beach, Ryan Reynolds by 
my side, unlimited chicken strips 
and jet skis.
David Parker 
Staff Writer
When Olivet’s men’s and women’s basketball teams begin their sea­
sons next fall, they will be doing 
so in a new environment. Starting 
with the 2012-2013 season, both 
teams will switch from NAIA Di­
vision I to Division II.
According to women’s bas­
ketball coach Doug Porter, this 
started when Indiana University, 
a team in the Chicago Collegiate 
Athletic’ Conference along with 
Olivet, made the decision last fall 
to drop to Division II. This left the 
conference with five teams for the 
2012-2013 season, which is be­
low the six-team minimum that 
is necessary for a team to receive
an automatic conference bid to the 
national tournament.
According to ONU Athletic Di­
rector Gary Newsome, Roosevelt 
University followed suite leaving 
four teams. An attempt to rescue 
the conference failed.
“The league commissioner 
asked all of the Division II teams 
if they were [willing to play] In 
Division I so we could maintain 
an automatic bid, and the answer 
was ‘no’ by all,” Newsome said.
After St. Francis and St. Xavier 
also made the decision to move to 
Division HBOlivet was left with 
two choices: stay in Division I as 
an independent team, or move to 
Division II.
“Getting games as an indepen­
dent is more difficult, so we felt 
that dropping to Division II was
our only realistic alternative,” 
Porter said.
According to metfs head bas­
ketball coach Ralph Hodge, the 
biggest problem is there are not 
many available teams during Jan­
uary and February.
“We’d have to travel many 
states in order to fill a schedule, 
Newsome said.
The athletic department is dis­
appointed with the result.
“I was opposed to the league 
[forcing us] to go to NAIA Divi­
sion II.” Newsome said. “We’d 
still like to stay in Division I, but 
it-tenot possible.
“If we could get six teams to 
[play in a conference], Olivet 
would lead the way. We’d be the 
first to sign up because that’s the 
division we’d like to be in.”
Rachel Kearney 
Sports Editor
Q: How many years have you 
been playing softball?
A: I have been playing sofiball 
for 14 years.
Q: Did you play any other: 
sports?
A: I also played volleyball and 
basketball until college.
| Q: What has been your biggest 
accomplishment in softball?
A: My biggest accomplishments 
were the two trips to the national 
tournament the past two years, 
and hopefully one more this year, 
j Q: Favorite sport memory?
| A; My favorite sport memory 
| recently was coming back and 
beating [St. Xavier University] 
twice to advance to the national 
j tournament.
i  Q:Most embarrassing moment 
I in softball?
A: My most embarrassing soft-
Jordan Reynolds
Sport; Softball 
Hometown: Metamora, 1U. 
Class: Senior
ball memory is running off the 
field during an inning because I 
couldn’t  wait to go to the bath­
room.
Q: Pre-game rituals?
A; I always listen to certain songs, 
do team pregame talks, have hand­
shakes with my teammates and I
Above and 
right: The 
men’s and 
women’s 
teams 
huddle up as 
they prepare 
for their 
upcoming 
games. The 
teams will 
be moving 
to Division II 
next fall.
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David Parker 
Staff Writer
The ONU women’s basketball 
team headed to Frankfort, Ky., 
for the NAIA National Tourna­
ment for the second consecutive 
year. They opened against No. 20 
Shorter (Ga.) Wednesday night.
The team said last week they 
are prepared for the road ahead.
“Last year, our goal was to get 
there and win a game, which we 
had never done before/’ said head 
coach Doug Porter. “This year, we 
want to do better than that.”
The players are also optimistic 
for the tournament.
“We faced a lot of 
adversity that we 
overcame and pulled 
together as a team ”
“Our goal ... is winning a na­
tional title. We plan on playing on 
Tuesday, [March 20, in the nation­
al championship],”■  sophomore 
guard Liz Bart said.
The team knows there are mul­
tiple steps necessary to get to that 
point. Diey must win five games 
in seven days to attain their goal.
“We’re [going] to just take it 
one game at a time,” assistant 
coach Lauren Stamatis said.
To get to this point, the team has 
had to get through various chal­
lenges throughout the season.
“We faced a lot of adversity that 
we overcame and pulled together 
as a team,” Bart said. “We had a 
lot of people get hurt, and some­
times people got sick. And [other]
people were able to step up and 
fill those important roles.”
Bart was one of those players to 
step up, leading the CCAC with a 
.404 3-point percentage and earn­
ing a CCAC Player of the Week. 
Other key players included red- 
shirt junior Danielle Tolbert and 
senior Denita Phelps, who were 
named to the CCAC First Team 
before spring break. Senior Hol­
ly Schacht earned a place on the 
CCAC Second Team as welL ■ 
Players also gave credit to their 
coach for their individual and 
team success this season. Porter 
was named the CCAC Coach of 
the Year for the second consecu­
tive year and surpassed the 300 
career-wins mark in January.
“Porter has just been very guid­
ing,” Bart noted. “He’s very hum­
ble with all of our winning, and he 
always seems to know what to do 
in situationsagfl
£§i‘He’s just a great motivator,” 
Stamatis added. “He knows the 
game of basketball, and he knows 
our style better than anyone else.” 
Whatever may happen at the 
tournament, Porter is proud of 
: what the team has been able to ac­
complish.
p r“I think one thing that stands 
out about the team j s  they’re the 
most successful team in ONU 
history,” Porter said, noting the 
team’s 17 consecutive wins and 
27 consecutive home wins [be­
fore losing to Robert Morris in 
the CCAC tournament semifinals 
on March 1], and their first top 10 
national ranking in school history.
The team feels the same way.
“We’re really proud of where 
we’re headed and the success 
we’ve had so far,” Bart said.
Above: Senior Holly Schacht 
¿(eft) and freshman Tammy 
Ellis guard a Roosevelt of­
fensive player.
Left: Senior Stephanie De- 
nius drives the ball to the 
basket during the team’s 
win against Roosevelt Feb. 
25.
Matt Dahlberg 
Staff Writer
The men’s basketball season came 
to an end March 3 when the Tigers 
lost to Robert Morris University 
(111.) 77-88 in the CCAC Touma-j 
ment Championship.
Brandon Streets led the team 
with 20 points, 10 rebounds and 
six assists. But his efforts were 
not enough to upend the fourth^ 
ranked Eagles.
With the loss, ONU finished 
19-12 on the season with a 7-3 
conference record. They tied for 
second with St. Xavier University
(111.) in the CCAC regular season.
Despite winning eight of their 
last nine games (including a 95- 
85 win over Robert Morris Feb. 
18) and finishing No. 27 in the fiJ 
nal NAIA poll, the Tigers fell just 
short of qualifying for the NAIA 
national tournament.
Several Tigers received honors 
for their performances this season. 
Streets, along with senior Antonio 
Marshall and junior Ben Womer, 
were named til* the^CCAC First 
Team, while senior Jake Hassel- 
bring made the Second Team: f|
The men led the CCAC con­
ference in free throw percentage^
3-point percentage, rebounds per 
game, rebounding margin, de­
fensive rebound margin and of­
fensive rebound margin. On the 
national level, the team was third 
in NAIA Division P in  assists per 
game (18). Individually, Marshall 
finished the season ranked fifth in 
the nation in free throw percent­
age (.857).'
The Tigers will lose five seniors 
this year: Marshall, Streets, Has- 
selbring, GE Bennett and Jason 
Newkirk. Returners for next sea-, 
son included Weiner, junior Jake 
Boyce, and freshmen .Austin Da­
vis and Danny Olson. .
Senior Jake Hasselbring looks to pass to an open teammate at the team s 92-66 win 
against Roosevelt University Feb. 25.
Men’s season done after loss in CCAC Championship
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